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SCIENTIFIC REPORT OF DAMD17-03-1-0606:
TIME-SERIES ANALYSIS OF HUMAN INTERPRETATION DATA IN MAMMOGRAPHY

Craig A. Beam, University of South Florida, Moffitt Cancer Research Center & Institute; Emily F. Conant, University Of Pennsylvania; Harold L. Kundel, University of Pennsylvania; Ji-Hyun Lee, University of South Florida, Moffitt Cancer Research Center & Institute; Patricia A. Romily, University of South Florida; Edward A. Sickles, UCSF.

Primary author’s email: beamca@moffitt.usf.edu

ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION: Recent research has documented that the human observer is a significant source of interpretation errors in mammography in the U.S. However, it has yet to be determined whether or not the rate or likelihood of radiologist-specific error changes across the length of time the radiologist has been reading during a single session, or across the cumulative time the radiologist reads in a year. The purpose of this study was to apply basic methods from the statistical analysis of time series in order to gain novel insights into the characteristics of the human interpretation of mammograms.

PROCEDURES: We applied exploratory statistical time-series analysis methods to describe radiologist performance data across time in three data sets from: (a) a visual scanning study, (b) an interpretation performance study and, (c) from audit data collected at a large screening program over a five-year period.

RESULTS:

Perception Data: Initial analysis of visual scanning data across time revealed clearly defined “epochs” of visual “sampling” between two views of the standard mammogram. A final “epoch” was observed to be characterized by rapid sampling across the two views in proximity to the target.

Interpretation Data: We obtained data from 110 radiologists reading 148 screening mammograms in a reading experiment. The mammograms were presented on 8 mammoviewers. We computed the true positive fraction (tp) (the proportion of breast cancer cases given a recommendation for recall) and the false positive fraction (fp) (the proportion of women without breast cancer who were given a recommendation for recall) for the interpretations given at each mammoviewer. Our data show variability in temporal patterns among the radiologists. For example, the time series graph of one radiologist showed a declining trend in both tp and fp, suggesting an increase in the threshold used by the radiologist to recommend callback—i.e., the radiologist appears to become more stringent with their callbacks. Another radiologist was very constant in having nearly perfect true positive proportion (tp=1.0) across the 8 mammoviewers. Interestingly, this reader’s fp was low, indicating the reader had high skill that was consistent throughout the reading experiment.

Audit Data: Presently, radiologists who interpret mammograms are required by federal law to track the outcome of the cases recalled at screening for further work-up. Visual examination of the trends of two measures of the performance of a large screening program over a five year period suggests that whereas the proportion of women recalled at screening might have been stable, the “yield” of the screening program (i.e., the proportion of those called back from screening who were determined to have breast cancer—often referred to as the “Positive Predictive Value” or “PPV”) was much more variable.

CONCLUSIONS: Our study found time-related patterns to the interpretation of mammograms. This research is important to breast cancer research and to the breast cancer advocate since it opens new opportunities for improving the early detection of breast cancer by delineating basic trends that heretofore have not been known.
1. Background

It is estimated that at least half of the errors made in clinical medicine are perceptual. Recent research has documented that the human observer is a significant source of errors in mammography in the US. In recognition of the ability of humans to alter decision thresholds in experimental and clinical settings, Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) analysis has become the preferred methodology for evaluating sources of interpretive error and comparing performance. However, current ROC methodology is very limited for the analysis of images having multiple responses and/or multiple targets, a situation often reflective of clinical reality. The limitations of current methodology have undoubtedly limited scientific efforts aimed at reducing human error in mammogram interpretation.

An important, but apparently largely under-appreciated, fact is that radiological interpretation of mammograms is an activity that occurs across time. It is estimated that at least half of the errors made in clinical medicine are perceptual. The phenomenon of “Satisfaction of Search”, in which readers cease searching the image once a finding is encountered, has been established experimentally as a source of error. Other time-course studies of scanning have correlated expertise and error with search time. However none of these studies have investigated whether the time-series covariance structure of the scanned image, measurable by the autocorrelation function, might provide a novel signature of expertise, with experts more able to organize the image via scanning into truly statistically independent components. Recent research has documented that the human observer is a significant source of interpretation errors in mammography in the US. However, it has yet to be determined whether or not the rate or likelihood of radiologist-specific error changes across the length of time the radiologist has been reading during a single session, or across the cumulative time the radiologist reads in a year. Although radiologists interpreting mammograms are now required by Federal Law to audit the outcome of their positive calls, we know of no comprehensive analysis of the statistical patterns in this data, which may or may not yield unexpected structure when viewed against time. We hope that the “don’t buy a car made on a Monday or a Friday” admonition does not hold for mammogram interpretation— but we will not know until we consider the profile of audit data across time.

A statistical time-related characterization of human interpretation error in mammography is largely absent. The purpose of this project is to apply basic methods from the statistical analysis of time series in order to gain novel insights into the characteristics of the human interpretation of mammograms. In doing so, we anticipate hypotheses will be discovered which could then lead to new avenues to improve mammographic screening.
2. Procedures and Results

Throughout the next sections, we report the results of applying graphical methods from the analysis of time series to mammography perception and interpretation data. Each dataset is described in the relevant section below.

2.1. Perceptual Data

The purpose in recording eye position is to determine where the reader is directing visual attention in the displayed image (8). It is assumed that the center of attention on the image is indicated by the axis of the gaze. Properly calibrated eye position recording can relate the location of the axis of the gaze to locations in the displayed image. The resolving power of the retina is greatest in the fovea, which is a small central region of the retina on the axis of the gaze. Resolving power decreases exponentially toward the periphery. Consequently, detail is seen best on the axis of the gaze. Accurate location of the position of the axis of the gaze on the displayed image requires careful calibration and either monitoring eye-position with the head immobilized or monitoring both head and eye position.

The scan path traced over the scene by the axis of the gaze consists of a series of rapid jumps (traditionally called saccades or macro-saccades) with intervening fixations when the gaze is relatively stationary. During fixation the axis of the gaze drifts and there are small corrective micro-saccades.

The raw eye-position data consist of a stream of (x,y) coordinates acquired at 50 to 60 samples per second. The data are reduced to "fixations" (x,y,t) using a nearest neighbor clustering algorithm that finds the geometric mean of (x,y) and sums the sample time. If the sample time "t" is less than 60 ms (3 raw data points), the point is considered to be part of a saccade and not part of a fixation. Blinks give spurious data that is easily recognized and are removed by a filter.

The mammogram analyzed for this report contained one lesion or "target". The distance from each fixation to the target was computed and displayed as a time series blow.

![Distance to Nearest Target vs Scanning Time-Fixations](ECF0013)
Since the mammogram consisted of two views (cc and mlo), the target appeared twice. In the graph below, we have taken the distance nearest to the two targets from each fixation.

![Graph showing Distance to Target: cc vs mlo](image)

Initial analysis of visual scanning data for of the two views separately across revealed clearly defined “epochs” of visual “sampling” between two views standard mammogram. A final “epoch” was observed to be characterized by rapid sampling across the two views in proximity to the target:

2.2. Interpretation Data

We obtained data from 110 radiologists reading 148 screening mammograms in a reading experiment. The mammograms were presented on 8 mammoviewers. We computed the true positive fraction (tp) (the proportion of breast cancer cases given a recommendation for recall) and the false positive fraction (fp) (the proportion of women without breast cancer who were given a recommendation for recall) for the interpretations given at each mammoviewer. Our data show variability in temporal patterns among the radiologists. For example, the time series graph of one radiologist showed a declining trend in both tp and fp, suggesting an increase in the threshold used by the radiologist to recommend callback—i.e., the radiologist appears to become more stringent with their callbacks. Another radiologist was very constant in having nearly perfect true positive proportion (tp=1.0) across the 8 mammoviewers. Interestingly, this reader’s fp was low, indicating the reader had high skill that was consistent throughout the reading experiment.
The following graph depicts the behavior of the mean of the group of radiologists vs. sequence. Interestingly, there is a distinct spike in both mean sensitivity and specificity. In addition, a "trough" in mean specificity is observed at the time of the spike in mean sensitivity. This could come about through changing threshold selection. Relaxing the threshold to gain sensitivity also increases the rate of false positives, and thus decreases specificity. Yet, it is important to point out that some of the other segments of the two curves do not exhibit this "tradeoff" relationship. For example, from the 3rd to the 4th sequence, both mean sensitivity and mean specificity increase. This parallelism is also seen from the 6th to 7th sequence. Parallelism in apparent decreases in mean sensitivity and mean specificity was observed in the last two sequences (7th to 8th).

Sample means of sensitivity and specificity by sequence
Bean et al. (2003)
2.3. Audit data

Presently, radiologists who interpret mammograms are required by federal law to track the outcome of the cases recalled at screening for further work-up. We acquired data from a large screening program. The data was collected over 7 years for 13 radiologists. The data analyzed consist of the volume and the recall for each radiologist by quarter of the year. Visual examination of the trends of two measures of the performance of a large screening program over a five year period suggests that whereas the proportion of women recalled at screening might have been stable, the “yield” of the screening program (i.e., the proportion of those called back from screening who were determined to have breast cancer—often referred to as the “Positive Predictive Value” or “PPV”) was much more variable.

2.3.1. Radiologist Volume Across Time

This graph depicts radiologist volume across time. It shows that the majority of the volume is attributable to two radiologists. If we ignore the values at the ends of the series (they might be incomplete observations), we note a declining trend during the latter time periods, which was preceded by an initial increasing trend. It is also important to observe that the other radiologists terminated reading before this downturn. However, one new radiologist began near the end of the time period.
2.3.2. Practice Volume Across Time

It can be readily observed from the plot of the entire practice across time (i.e., the sum of the volumes of the individual radiologists) that there is indeed a downward trend suggested which was preceded by a period of increase. Again, it is important to exclude from consideration the two extremes, starting and ending, since they are probably incomplete.

In addition, a stabilization period is suggested at the very end of the time period and a spike in volume apparently occurred in the 3rd quarter of 2001. This is the quarter in which the events of "9/11" occurred. It might be worthwhile investigating whether or not this finding of a spike in volume soon after September 11, 2001 is observed in other mammography practices as well as in other healthcare services.
2.3.3. Radiologist Recall Across Time

![Graph showing percent recall across time for different radiologists.](image-url)
3. Discussion

Our study found time-related patterns to the interpretation of mammograms. This research is important to breast cancer research and to the breast cancer advocate since it opens new opportunities for improving the early detection of breast cancer by delineating basic trends that heretofore have not been known.

We are now working on statistical modeling of this data and expect more insights will be gained.
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